Hey, Forbes! While we've only been in class for a few weeks, many of you, like myself, have probably become very aware of the full weight of your courses. It’s easy to get overwhelmed when you have to find balance between readings, psets, quizzes, and writing assignments, leaving very little time to explore what campus life has to offer. Whether you’re taking four classes or five, there are steps you can take to make the most of your time. Here are some resources I've used to support my success and make my experience here as manageable and enjoyable as possible:

Office Hours  
(Underrated, but their importance can’t be overstated!)

McGraw Individual and Group Tutoring  
(e.g. CHM 201, CHM 301, ECO 100/101, MAT 103/104/175/201, PHY 101, etc.)

Writing Center  
(Appointments and drop-in hours)

Online Resources  
Recal.io (schedule planner), Principedia (wiki for all things Princeton), and Princeton Courses (compiled list of class ratings)

You have the tools you need to thrive, now is the time to use them!

For additional academic support, check in with your PAAs or have a chat with Dr. Andrews